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Rabbi Michael Beals April 3, 2009

Wilmington, DE

Steven Rudnitsky

June 8, 1955 – April 1, 2009

Shammai ben Moshe v’Chaya

Steven Rudnitsky was the second of three children born to Martin and

Claire Rudnitsy, on June 8, 1955, in Philadelphia. His older sister, Marsha and

younger brother Kevin are still with us, as is his mother. I understand that the

three siblings enjoyed a happy childhood in Pennsauken. Steven became a bar

mitzvah at Congregation Beth Jacob in Pennsauken, went on to be Confirmed, as

was an active member of his local USY. He was a graduate of Pennsauken High

School and then continued his higher education at Rutgers, where he earned his

BA in Business and participated with the Hillel Jewish student group on campus.

In his youth he also traveled with a friend to Israel for six weeks. Steven then

went on to St. Joseph’s where he earned his MBA. So Steven’s early years were

defined by both a commitment to education as well as an ongoing commitment

to his Judaism. In later years he would support both Adas Kodesch Shel Emeth

and Congregation Beth Shalom, where I had the pleasure of presiding over the

Confirmation of his son, Ross, ensuring the possibility of a next generation

committed to the preservation of the Jewish faith.
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After graduating Steven went to work in the family business – The Smoke

Shop in Trolley Square, right here in Wilmington. His father, Martin, had run the

business in Pennsauken, but then moved it to Wilmington, which is how Steven

became a Delawarean. The Smoke Shop was the one-shop stop for cigarettes,

cigars, magazines and newspapers in Trolley Square.

Steven met Donna Shapiro while he was still in school, back in 1982. They

were set up by mutual friends. Donna remembers that she was first attracted to

Steven’s sparking blue eyes, his gregarious personality, and his ease of

conversation. Their first date was at a restaurant in the suburbs of Philadelphia.

They dated for about a year and were married at B’nei Aron-Suburban JCC in

Havertown, Pennsylvania, which by the way, was the first Delaware Valley

synagogue to offer me a position – but I turned it down for Wilmington, DE, and

I’ve never looked back.

Ross, Steven and Donna’s son, was born in 1988. Steven was a loving

father. There is a baby video of Ross in a high chair, and Steven keeps jumping

out as if to startle Ross. Ross continues to laugh hysterically, and the laughter is

contagious, with the infant shouting, “onmore, onmore”, over and over again.

And later, Steven would place his little son in a wagon and pull him around the
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neighborhood. As the infant grew up, father and son began to share a love of

baseball. They would practice in the batting cages. The Phillies was their favorite

team -- of course. In time they would graduate from just watching the games on

tv to actually going to the games together. As a child, Steven would bring Ross

into the family store and let him help out, including ringing the register.

Even after the divorce, Steven took Ross places, like to old synagogues in

Philadelphia including the one that Steven’s father went to as a child. But most

important, Steven loved to take Ross to different delis to sample the corn beef on

rye – corn beef on rye was Steven’s life. In fact, Steven fantasized that when he

died, the grave stone would have one sign pointing down at him, and another in

neon lights pointing to a giant corn beef sandwich. However the local Delaware

Cemetery Association did not seem to be too hot on the idea. Even in the nursing

home where Steven spent the last five years of his life, all he ever wanted was a

good corn beef sandwich. Aside from the delis, Steven loved to talk to Ross about

Rutgers sports, especially the football and baseball teams. Sometimes Steven

would call several times a day to check out his son’s take on the teams and

compare notes.
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Finally, Ross remembers fondly his father’s sense of humor, including his

proclivity to repeating the same jokes over and over again as if they were for the

first time. A lot of his jokes were on the dark side. For instance, Steven would

quip: “did you ever notice that people tend to die in alphabetical order?” …. Okay

I needed a little help with this one, it is a reference to obituaries. And then there

was Steven’s other favorite: “did you hear about the new cemetery? People are

just dying to get in.” I feel a little awkward repeating Steven’s cemetery humor in

a cemetery, but I think Steven would have loved it, especially my awkwardness

Unfortunately the last five years have been dominated by health issues for

Steven. It started with problems with his back, then heart problems, followed by

heart surgery, and then there was the loss of the use of his legs, leading to five

years in the nursing home. At one point his heart stopped, and after that, he was

never the same. During this time, Steven’s cousin, Amore Lane, has been

especially helpful, coordinating Steven’s health care, making tough decisions,

dealing with the phone calls, and just being very supportive. There is a little bit of

Karma in this. When Steven’s grandmother was very will, Steven took care of her.

And later, Ross was named for her. So as Steven was to Rose, so Amore was to

Steven.
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Steven loved his son, Ross, very much. He was very proud of his son’s

acceptance and studies at Del Tech, and his volunteer work to help get

abandoned kittens adopted. Their adopted kitten, Chippy, is tangible evidence of

that feeling of a father’s pride in his son’s work and accomplishments. And it is

Donna’s love for her son, Ross, that made this funeral possible today, and

motivated so many people from our Jewish community, people who may have

never met Steven, to come out here today, to ensure there would be a minyan for

Ross to say Kaddish for his father. And it is this same love that I am certain will

ensure that there will be a minyan for Shiva night on Sunday at 8 pm, at Donna

and Ross’ home at 429 Prospect Drive.

Donna shared with me that some of you here today may have been hurt

throughout the years by Steven’s behavior. She observed how tragic it was that

in trying to get what he wanted or needed, that Steven, against his best interests,

sometimes hurt those who could have helped him the most. Allow me then to

share a rabbinic insight with you. In Hebrew school, as a child, we share all sorts

of biblical heroes with our children, from Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, to Moses and

David. If our Jewish education ends with bar or bat mitzvah, we never get past

these infantile portrayals of these biblical characters. But if you are exposed to
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post-b’nei mitzvah or even adult Jewish studies you begin to learn the dark side of

these biblical characters as well. This is different than other religions, such as

Christianity and Islam, where central figures such as Jesus and Mohammed are

portrayed as saints. Not Jewish biblical characters. We understand that the

Torah has as much to teach us about our biblical characters’ flaws as well as their

strengths. I felt it would be disrespectful to speak of Steven’s flaws at his funeral

but those flaws can tell you as much about how you should not live your life, as

the strengths which I just spoke of this morning. By observing Steven’s flaws and

the negative impact they had on his life, you can choose to live your life

differently. And that should take nothing away from all of Steven’s strengths,

including his love of his son, love for his Judaism, his sense of humor, and yes,

even his love of corn beef sandwiches – which is a metaphor for his love of life.

Just like the ancient biblical characters in the Torah, may Steven’s life, in its

entirety, inspire us to make the right choices in our own lives, and let us say

amen.


